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7-Jun 6-Jun Chg 7-Jun 6-Jun Chg

 INDICES  FOREX

  FBM SHARIAH 11,790.44    "- _   RM/USD 4.1590      _ "-
  FBM KLCI 1,649.33       "- _  COMMODITIES

  FBM EMAS 11,580.65    "- _   CPO/tonne (RM) 2,028.00   _ _

  DJIA 25,983.94    25,720.66 1.02%   Oil/barrel (US$) 53.99         52.59          2.66%

  S&P 500 2,873.34       2,843.49    1.05%   Gold/ounce (US$) 1,340.81   1,335.35    0.41%

  NASDAQ 7,742.10       7,615.55    1.66%   Rubber SMR20/kg (sen) 642.00      628.50       _

ITEMS
Close Close

ITEMS

 Bursa Malaysia closed on the 5th & 6th  (Wednesday & Thursday)  June for Hari Raya Aidilfitri. 
On Friday 7th June Bursa Malaysia was traded during the morning session. 
 

Corporate News 
 

Matrix Concepts hits record RM1bn revenue in FY2019 

Matrix Concepts FY19) with revenue hitting the RM1bn mark for the first time. The record-high revenue was due to 
stronger performance in 4Q19, as revenue surged 63.7% yoy to RM278.9m. Meanwhile, net profit during the quarter 
rose 50% to RM65.9m. Overall, Matrix Concepts delivered its best-ever revenue of RM1.05bn in FY19, which 
represented a 28% yoy growth. The improved performance was mainly due to higher revenue recognition from 
residential developments at the Bandar Sri Sendayan (BSS) township in Seremban, as well as from commercial and 
investment properties. (Source: The Edge) 

SKP Resources ends FY19 on lower note 
SKP Resources announced today it registered a drop 27.78% yoy in net profit 4QFY19 to RM20.41m. The lower net 
profit was underpinned by a  decrease 21.9% yoy in revenue to RM357.1m. FY19, net profit was 23.1% yoy lower at 
RM97.61m. Revenue, meanwhile, contracted by 20.5% to RM1.66bn, from the record high RM2.09bn the group 
achieved in FY18, mainly due to lower revenue recorded from existing key customers as well as different product mix.  
(Source: The Edge) 

Destini net profit slumps 91% on lower aviation manufacturing contribution 
Destini slumped 91.79% yoy to RM636,000 in the 1QFY19, mainly due to lower revenue from its aviation manufacturing 
services. Destini’s bourse filing showed its quarterly earnings per share fell to 0.06 sen, from 0.67 sen in 1QFY18. This 
was on the back of a 37.58% yoy drop in revenue to RM84.4m — also due to decrease in the aviation manufacturing 
services. The directors expect the group’s operating environment to remain challenging and competitive. (Source: The 
Edge) 

YTL Power 1Q profit down 23% as utilities, water and sewerage drag 
Net profit for YTL Power International in 1QFY19 fell 23.4% yoy despite stronger revenue, as its multi utilities business 
and water and sewerage business reported weaker earnings. This resulted in 1QFY19 net profit dropping to 
RM111.26m from RM145.36m in the same quarter last year, even though revenue climbed 11.5% to RM2.89bn from 
RM2.59bn, with all segments achieving higher contribution during the quarter. (Source: The Edge) 

Press Metal to acquire 25% stake in Indonesian alumina refinery firm 
Press Metal has entered into a memorandum of understanding with PT Bintan Alumina Indonesia (PT BAI) and its direct 
and indirect shareholders, comprising Shandong Nanshan Aluminium Co Ltd, Redstone Alumina International Pte and 
PT Makhota Karya Utama, to negotiate a proposed acquisition of a 25% stake in PT BAI.  The proposed investment 
would allow the group to secure long-term alumina supply, as PT BAI is currently building a million-ton alumina refinery 
plant, along with the necessary facilities in Galang Batang in Riau Islands province, Indonesia, with plans for a second 
phase.  (Source: The Edge) 
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Datasonic bags RM28.79m maintenance service contract from Home Ministry 

Datasonic has received a RM28.79m contract from the government to provide maintenance services of card 
personalisation centres at the National Registration Department. The contract is for 2 years commencing June 1, 2019 
to May 31, 2021 with an option to extend the contract by another year. Its wholly-owned subsidiary Datasonic 
Technologies SB has accepted LOA dated May 31, 2019 from the Home Affairs ministry. Under the terms of the LOA, 
DTSB is required to furnish a performance bond for the amount of RM719,642.16 to the Home Affairs ministry, with 
validity period commencing from June 1, 2019 to May 31, 2022.  (Source: The Edge) 
 
PetGas inks agreement with PChem units to supply nitrogen, expand industrial gas facility 
PetGas announced it signed HoA with PetChem’s subsidiaries in relation to the expansion of industrial gas facility and 
supply of nitrogen. The expansion project would provide additional nitrogen to serve new demand within Kertih and 
guaranteed back up supply for the customers. The project also involves construction and installation of new nitrogen 
facility, upgrading of existing nitrogen facility, enhancing current back-up facility, and operation and maintenance of the 
nitrogen supply. (Source: The Edge) 

 
Bintai Kinden bags RM20m contract for DFTZ works 
Bintai Kinden has bagged a RM20.4m contract to undertake infrastructure and associated works for the Digital Free 
Trade Zone (DFTZ) at KL International Airport, Sepang, Selangor. Its wholly-owned subsidiary Kumpulan Bintai Kindenko 
SB (KBK) was appointed by Malaysia Airports (Sepang) SB to undertake the job. The contract is non-renewable and 
estimated to be completed within 10 months of the commencement date. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Dolomite to sell quarry unit to Sunway for RM125m 
Dolomite’s wholly-owned subsidiary Dolomite Industries Co SB (DICSB) has entered into a share sale agreement with 
Sunway Holdings SB (SHSB), for the proposed sale of its entire equity interest in Dolomite Granite Quarry SB (DGQSB) 
for RM125m. The disposal consideration comprises a cash amount of RM100, together with advances of RM125m by 
SHSB to DGQSB. DGQSB had previously entered into a sale and purchase agreement to acquire lands, plant and 
machinery for RM125m from DICSB, which has yet to be completed. The lands, measuring a total of 317.2ha, are 
located in Ulu Langat, Selangor, with a net book value of RM4.1m as at June 30, 2018. (Source: The Edge) 
 
EA Technique plans to file application in court to set aside claim by MMHE 
EA Technique is planning to file an application to set aside the payment claim by MMHE in relation to a dispute 
concerning a contract to convert a vessel into a floating storage and offloading (FSO) facility. The principal amount has 
been provided for in the accounts, whereas the interest portion shall be included in the accounts once the company 
receives judgement of the above application. The adjudication decision is expected to have a financial impact of 
approximately RM11.87m (the interest portion) to the company by reducing its future profit and cash flow position.  
(Source: The Edge) 

 

Can-One accepts offer to sell sweetened creamer unit 
Can-One has accepted the offer to sell its sweetened creamer and evaporated creamer OEM unit F&B Nutrition SB for a 
price tag of between RM800m to RM1bn. The offer came from Asia Dairy Creations SB (ADCSB), a special purpose 
vehicle managed by Southern Capital Group Private Limited. Its board has deliberated on the offer and has decided to 
accept it on the terms, and subject to conditions set out in the term sheet, which is appended to the Offer 
Letter.  (Source: The Edge) 
 
Yee Lee shareholders have another 2 weeks to consider RM2.33 takeover offer 
Yee Lee shareholders will have an additional 2 weeks – until June 21 this year – to consider the takeover offer of 
RM2.33/share. The joint offerors – consisting of private equity fund Dymon Asia Private Equity (S.E. Asia) Fund II Ptd 
Ltd, Yee Lee’s founder Datuk Lim A Heng @ Lim Kok Cheong and his family – have extended the deadline for the 
acceptance of the offer to June 21 this year, from the original due date this Friday (June 7). (Source: The Edge) 
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Metronic Global shareholders seek EGM to kick out directors 
Metronic shareholders claiming to hold at least 10% of the group’s shareholdings, are calling for an EGM to replace its 
board of directors. Shareholders Lagenda Perdana SB and Ng Wai Yuan have called for the EGM to be held in order to 
appoint Loh Chye Teik, Seah Soo Chang, Kok Chee Hong and Choo Chung Tiong as directors. The EGM will also decide on 
proposals to remove Hoo Wai Keong, Datuk Kua Khai Shyuan, and Khor Ben Jin as directors of the group. (Source: The 
Edge) 
 
Xingquan fails to submit quarterly report on time, trading suspension to continue 
Trading in the securities of Xingquan International Sports Holdings Ltd will continue to be suspended until further 
notice after the company failed to submit its quarterly report for the financial period ended March 31, 2019 to Bursa 
Malaysia Securities by May 31. Xingquan said pursuant to Paragraph 9.28 (5) of the Listing Rules (LR), if a listed issuer 
fails to issue the outstanding financial statements within 5 market days after the expiry of the relevant timeframes as 
stated in Paragraph 9.22(1) of the LR ("Relevant Timeframes") (the last day of the 5 market days is referred to as 
"Suspension Deadline"), in addition to any enforcement action that Bursa Securities may take, Bursa Securities shall 
suspend the trading in the securities of such listed issuer. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Maxwell remains on suspension as it fails to submit third quarterly fiscal report 
Trading in the securities of Maxwell International will remain on suspension as the China-based sports footwear 
manufacturer has not been able to submit its financial reports for the quarter ended Mar 31, 2019. Its shares have been 
suspended from trading for over a year since May 10, 2018, and with this round of non-compliance with the Listing 
Requirement, the trading suspension will continue until further notice. In a separate filing last Friday (May 31), Maxwell 
said its inability to publish its financial reports since the quarter ended Sep 30, 2018, was because the group faced 
difficulty in appointing a CFO as it is still experiencing cash flow problems. The management has sought potential 
investors to secure funding for the company. (Source: The Edge) 
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